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Abstract: Mos t of the i ndustries universally use the DGS (Distance, Gai n a nd equi val ent refl ector 

Si ze) method, as a s entencing technique for detecting dis continui ti es a bove s pecifi c equi va l ent 

refl ector sizes. It i s nothing but comparing a known reference with the actual flaw s ize a nd si zi ng it 

or di s cretion taken. As we know the most operators dependent method i n the NDT i s  Ul tra s oni c 

Tes ting which means we depend more on operator discretion that is we need to deci de a ccept or 

re ject.  There are many chances that a n opera tor ma y overl ook by ei ther as s umi ng overs i ze  or 

reduced i n size when the flaw is in the border line of reference size. This paper presents  the recent 

a dvance in the development of probe technology by General Electric to ensure further a ccura cy on 

the defect sizing. As on we don’t have a ny other method other than DGS i n Ul tra s oni c Testi ng for 

defect sizing hence we need to i mprove this DGS method to further a ccurate.  So all we need here is 

a n angle beam probe which ca n offer the s ame DGS a ccuracy as circular s tra ight beam probes  for 

a pplications in all industrial sectors where a ccurate, compliant, ultrasoni c i nspecti on i s  requi red. 
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1.0. Introduction. 

Currentl y, angle beam probes which a re to be used for detecting and sizing material flaws using the 

DGS technique a re supplied with a n a ccompanying DGS diagram. The ultrasonic inspector will read a 

fl a w indication on his flaw detector a nd by fitting this to the DGS curve, the equivalent reflector s ize 

of the fl aw ca n be determined. Generally, this is used for s entenci ng, where a ny work pi ece wi th 

fl a ws greater than a gi ven equivalent refl ector si ze  i s  re jected.  However, the  DGS method wa s 

developed originally for s traight beam probes, using flat circular tra nsducers. Today’s single element 

a ngle beam probes a nd ultrasonic phased a rrays have different ultrasonic characteristics to stra i ght 

beam probes due to the refraction, which means that there ca n be deviations  i n  DGS eva lua ti on. 

Thi s has now been a cknowledged with the development of the new probe design whi ch ul tima tel y 

cha nges  i n the probe e lement des i gn. 
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Figure.1.DGS for circular straight beam probes ( which actually started in 1959). 

Parameters needed for a DGS curve are: 

Near Field length 

Transducer 

Diameter 

Frequency 

Delay line length 

 

According to the state of the art the near field length of angle beam 

probes with rectangular transducers is calculated using the equivalent 

circular transducer: 

 
Parameter 

a : Half of the longer side 

b : Half of the shorter side 

h : Correction value 

Q: Wave length  

 



 

Figuree2.Correction table 

Refer to J. und H.Krautkramer, Werkstoprufung mit Ultraschall, 5. Auage, Seite 82 

2.0. DGS  Probes: 

The DGS method was developed for straight beam probes with circular transducers generating a 

rotation symmetric soundfield. 

 
 

 

Figure.3.Sound pressure profile and contour 

 

 

 



 
 

  
Fi gure.4.Sound pressure cross sections at N/2, N a nd 3N (continuous sound); 

Note: The y-a xes are differently scaled 

 

The rotation symmetry to the acoustic axis is shown in these cross-sections. 



 

 

 

 

Fi gure.5.Sections perpendicular to the a coustic axis at N/2, N and 3N (continuous s ound) 

The rotation symmetry is obvious. 

Sound field of a straight beam probe with rectangular transducer (continuous sound) 

The difference to a straight beam probe with a circular transducer is significant. 

Quite a lot of side lobes are generated. 

 



 

 

The new transducer shape is calculated using a given circular straight beam probe transferring the 

properties of all sound beams of this probe to an angle beam probe with a given angle of incidence 

and a given delay line length. The resulting point cloud defines the transducer shape of the trueDGS 

angle beam probe. 

3.0. Design: 

Given is a straight beam probe with its frequency and its diameter (calculated for shear waves) as 

well as the angle of incidence and the delay line length Vw of the angle beam under construction.  



 

The sound path for each angle from the straight beam probe is transferred to the angle beam probe 

under construction (in the plane of projection and in the plane perpendicular to the plane of 

projection). 

The intended angle of incidence is changed due to the different phase shifts of the rim beams. 

Therefore a correction angle needs to be applied. 

Three different cases have to be considered: 

   

a) No correction angle needed 

b) The resulting angle is too small 

c) The resulting angle is too large 

 

 



 

                                 Rectangular Transducers 

 

 

                                        trueDGS Transducer (approximation) 

The design of a trueDGS transducer based on a circular transducer with diameter D is not area 

invariant. 

 

 



Conclusion. 

Advantages of the trueDGS Technology: 

-trueDGS probes (single element and phased array) generate a clearly  defined rotation symmetric 
soundfield in the test material. 

-trueDGS angle beam probes do have an explicitly  defined near field length. 

-Due to the rotation symmetry the trueDGS angle beam probes reach the same DGS accuracy as 
straight beam probes with flat circular transducers. 

-The rotation symmetry is achieved even on curved coupling surfaces if the probes have been 
calculated accordingly. 

 

So all we need here is an angle beam probe which can offer the same DGS accuracy as circular 

straight beam probes for applications in all industrial sectors where accurate, compliant, ultrasonic 

inspection is required. Hence the angle beam probes with circular transducers would give as best 

accuracy compares to the rectangular shape transducers used in the angle beam probes manufacturing. 


